The Hambletonian was Harmonious' first win in a stake; although he had won four of five starts as a 3-year-old coming up to the Hambletonian. Prepped for the classic primarily in overnight races, breaking his maiden the first week of June at the Pocono Downs in a $1,500 condition event. In his next start, he made a break, finishing ninth in the American National Stake at Sportsman's Park in Chicago. Returning to the east coast he won a qualifier and then three straight overnight races at the Meadowlands during the month of July, the fastest in 1:57 1/5.

It was the same situation as in 1989. A horse owned by a Lou Guida-headed group and a horse owned by Frank Antonacci and partners were squaring off in the second jewel in trotting's Triple Crown. The year before, the same confrontation ended in a dead-heat and a legal tangle.

This time, however, there was a clear cut, if slightly unlikely, winner of the 65th Hambletonian.

The pre-race favorite was Royal Troubador, 1989's Two-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year who had already captured the Yonkers Trot. Others that merited respect included King Of The Sea, Armbro Iliad, The Devil, Crown Bones and Beacon Course victor Embassy Lobell, who was owned by a Lou Guida-managed group.

Embassy Lobell captured his division of the first heat in 1:56 1/4 with Mike Lachance at the lines. Trapped on the rail for three-quarters of a mile, Embassy Lobell made up ground when he shook loose and batted Harmonious — and a dose of Maalox.

Embassy Lobell, while Royal Troubador and King of the Sea battled on the front end. Lachance made his move on Royal Troubador after that colt posted a :56 1/4 half, and Campbell sat in third.

Royal Troubador held the lead until the three-quarter mark in 1:25, and Campbell took Harmonious around that rival and Embassy Lobell as well. Harmonious coasted under the wire a length and a half in front in 1:54 1/4, with Embassy Lobell second and Royal Troubador hanging on for third.

It was a glorious day in the winner's circle for Lindy Farms' Frank Antonacci, his family, and trainer Formia. After the frustration of the outcome the year before, the victory was all the sweeter.

And the hero of the day was the lightly-raced, slightly banged and battered Harmonious — and a dose of Maalox.

Harmonious almost didn't make it to the Hambletonian, much less the second heat. Only a few days before the big day, trainer Osvaldo Formia had found the colt cut and scraped in his paddock, after hurting himself suffering from colic. The cuts weren't severe, however, and Formia treated Harmonious' colic with the human medicine Maalox.

In the final heat, Embassy Lobell drew the rail and Harmonious the two-hole. Campbell elected to drop in behind Lachance and Embassy Lobell, while Royal Troubador and King of the Sea battled on the front end. Lachance made his move on Royal Troubador after that colt posted a :56 1/4 half, and Campbell sat in third.

Also competed: Crown Bones 3-8, The Devil 4-6, Peddler Yorktowne 4-6, Antwerp Hanover 5-9, Meadowbranch Eddy 5-10, Jeannie's Somolli 6-10, Cheyenne Spur 6-10, Backstreet Guy 7-10, Star Mystic 7-10, Roughin It 8-10, Meadowbranch Elmer 8-10, Remus Hanover 9-10, Grundy's Rambo 9-10, I'm Impeccable 10-10, Kosar 10-10.